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Abstract. The derivatives of polyaniline have obtained remarkable attention due to their electronic applications in the field
of nanomaterials. This work considers the electronic, structural, and photovoltaic properties of nanocomposites (POT/
WO3NPs) synthesized with three different ratios of poly(o-toluidine) and WO3 nanoparticles [a-c (molWO3/molmonomer) 100 =
60, 65, 70%] using a template-free method and a basic mechanochemical reaction in solid-state. The nanocomposites are
analyzed and characterized by various spectroscopy methods. The prepared nanocomposites have core-shell morphology.
The results of the band gap assessed via cyclic voltammetry and UV-vis specified that the forbidden band gap for
(POT/WO3NPs) nanocomposite b [(molWO3/molmonomer) 100 = 65%] are about 1.03 and 1.5–1.9 eV, respectively. The J–V
analysis and power conversion efficiency of the fabricated devices FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al and FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/
WO3NPs (a-c) |Al single-layer solar cells are performed and discussed. The photovoltaic energy conversion efficiency (PCE)
of the two devices are 0.18% and in average, 0.57%, respectively. The data show both indirect and direct transitions are observed for the WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NP (b). This investigation demonstrates that the morphology and architecture
of nanocomposites (POT/WO3NPs) can be helpful in improving solar cell performance.
Keywords: nanocomposites, conductive polymers, hybrid solar cell, mechanochemical reaction, poly(o-toluidine)

1. Introduction

nowadays known as the hottest topics [1–5] and have
attracted many researchers worldwide to follow and
develop different sustainable and renewable sources.
Inorganic-organic hybrid nanomaterials commonly
play an important role in extending materials with
great efficiency and functionality [6]. The hybrid
nanomaterials are expected to show the benefits of
both inorganic and organic materials. Moreover, hybrid nanomaterials can also have new attributes that
are not seen in the inorganic and organic nanomaterials independently. Therefore, inorganic-organic

Substituting fossil fuels with renewable energy
sources is considered the most important challenge
of the 21st century. By enhancing the population, the
energy requirement is sharply enhanced. To this end,
solar energy can be assumed as one of the potential
alternatives to meet this enhancing energy requirement. Due to the fact that CO2 is generated by fossil
fuels which leads to the greenhouse effect, solar energy has obtained considerable attention because of
being clean. Moreover, environment and energy are
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to inorganic-organic hybrid materials, like V2O5/
PANI [53], MWNT/Fe3O4/PANI [54], MnOx/PANI
[55], and TiO2NPs/PANI [56], have been recently
conducted. Following a similar line of research, a template-free and simple solid-state mechanochemical reaction were utilized to fabricate poly(o-toluidine)/
tungsten trioxide nanoparticles (POT/WO3NPs) nanocomposites a-c [(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 = 60, 65,
70%] in this paper for the first time aiming to study
morphology, molecular structure, important optical attributes, and nanocomposites electronical behavior.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM), Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR), X-ray diffraction (XRD),
thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM), and elemental analysis (CHN) were used to investigate the
morphological and molecular structures of the sample.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and (UV-vis) photo spectrometers were respectively utilized to verify the electrical and optical attributes of the samples.
Then, single-layer hybrid solar cells were designed
as FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al and FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/
WO3NPs a-c |Al. Noteworthy, this is the first time
that POT/WO3NPs a-c are utilized in the hybrid
solar cell of the solid-state. The photocell properties
like short circuit current (JSC), open-circuit voltage
(VOC), energy conversion efficiency (η), and fill factor (FF) were computed in the condition under simulated sunshine light (100 mW·cm–2 irradiation and
AM 1.5 global conditions). The assessment of the
synthesized hybrid solar cell was found to be near
the energy permutation efficiency in average of
0.57% with a small gap of energy.

hybrid nanomaterials have obtained considerable attention from materials scientists, chemists, physicists,
and engineers to use their significant applications in
various fields like sensors, mechanics, energy, catalysts, optical, and electronic tools [6]. In this regard,
polyaniline (PANI) is known as one of the most used
and investigated polymers among different intrinsically conductive polymers due to its distinctive nonredox doping/de-doping chemistry, environmental
stability, high conductivity, optical, and electrochemical attributes [7–23]. Recently, inorganic compounds
and PANI nanocomposites were fabricated to provide
new materials with improved attributes [24–30].
Poly(o-toluidine) [POT] is a polyaniline derivative
that has the methyl group in its ortho position. In recent years, POT has also presented additional benefits considering the PANI owing to its shorter switching time between the oxidized and reduced states
[31–33]. Compared to the electrochemical technique, PANI chemical fabrication is extensively employed for mass production [34]. Different kinds of
oxidants like (NH4)2S2O8 [34–37], FeCl3 [38, 39],
K2Cr2O7 [37, 40] and H2O2 [37] can be utilized in
the PANI chemical fabrication. Apart from the traditional TiO2, ZnO, and WO3 as binary oxides, they
are also presented to be effective as photocatalysts
in various processes. The WO3 is most investigated
among different inorganic materials due to its remarkable benefits like great chemical stability, original color switching, and powerful adherence to the
substrate [41–45].
WO3 has been efficiently used in various electrochromic tools, photo electrocatalytic processes, dyesensitized solar cells, and gas sensors. In spite of the
fact that the combination has presented some great
benefits, WO3/PANI composites, which are mostly
reported, are in a two-dimensional shape while their
lateral size is about several micrometers [46–50].
Furthermore, the nanostructured composites presented efficient electrical, mechanical, and optical attributes provided by restricting such materials’ dimensions and synthesizing the surface and bulk attributes
to the final behavior. The possible capacity of materials with decreased dimensions becomes interesting
in various feasible applications. The inorganic moieties’ stability can be enhanced via inorganic-organic
interactions [51, 52].
Conducting polymers can also be considered suitable
candidates for inorganic materials stabilization.
Many studies about conducting polymer according

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and instrumentation

Iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O) and
o-toluidine (99%) Merck (Darmstadt, Germany)
were utilized without purification. TiO2 paste created
from TiO2NPs < 20 nm (PST-20T) Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). The aluminum foil (70 μm thickness) was bought from Sharif Solar Technology Development Company (Tehran, Iran). Conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated on glasses with
dimensions of 15 to 20 mm (thickness of 585 nm)
and lower sheet resistance than 10 Ohm·sq–1 were
bought from Xinyan Technology Co. (Hong Kong,
China).
The one-sixth of FTO length with the above dimensions was eliminated by etching with Zn and HCl
940
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ammonium tungstate hydrate (H42N10O42W12·xH2O)
was dissolved under continual stirring in distilled
water (67 ml) while the temperature was about 80 °C.
After complete dissolution, 45 ml of concentrated
nitric acid (HNO3 65%) was dropwise poured into
the tungstate solution. In the following, the mixture
was held at 80 °C for 50 min with a controlled continual stirring (800 rpm). Thereafter, the precipitates
were permitted to become settled for 1 day at room
temperature (RT). The aqueous solution was decanted, and the DW was included with continual stirring.
The precipitates’ sedimentation process was then
done again. An oven with a temperature of 80 °C was
employed to dry the precipitates [62].

1 M. In the next step; the substrates were cleaned in
an ultrasonic tank containing soap, acetone, ethyl alcohol, and distilled water (DW), respectively, in sequence for 15 minutes [56–60].
FT-IR spectrophotometer (JASCO spectrum 2000,
Madison, USA) utilizing KBr compact tablets was
employed to record the FT-IR spectra of the powdered
materials in the range of 500 to 4000 cm–1 TEM
(Philips, EM208 S, Amsterdam, Netherlands) and FESEM (MIRA3TESCAN-XMU, Brno, Czech Republic) were also used to analyze the synthesized and purchased samples’ morphologies. Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was also employed to explore the oxidation and
reduction processes conducted by the glassy carbon
electrode (GCE) in 1.0 M sulfuric acid (SAMA-500,
SAMA Research Center, Isfahan, Iran). FTO conductive glass as a working electrode was used to record
the diagrammatic curves of cyclic voltammetry for
specifying the samples’ band gap, and therefore the
samples were coated on it. Platinum rod and Ag/AgCl
were respectively selected as the auxiliary and reference electrodes. (n-Bu)4NClO4 (0.1 M) dissolved in
the CH3CN solvent was also considered as the electrolyte solution. The process was conducted under an
N2 atmosphere while the temperature was about 25°C
at very slow potential sweep rates (0.1 V·s–1).
The crystal nature of the fabricated nanocomposites
was analyzed by X-ray powder diffraction (Mini Materials Analyzer (MMA), GBC Scientific Equipment,
Braeside, VIC, Australia) at 35.4 kV and 28 mA.
The 2θ scanning range was set between 10 and 80°
at a scan rate of 0.05°·s–1). A PG UV-vis spectrophotometer (models: T80+ instrument Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)
was used to measure ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorbance spectra that were in the range of 200 to
1100 nm by dissolving the samples in formic acid.
Current-voltage (J-V) attributes were examined on
simulated solar (IRASOL, SIM-1000, Tehran, Iran)
under 100 mW·cm–2 irradiation and 1.5 AM global
conditions. A calibrated photodiode (Thorlabs,
50 mV·s–1) was also used to monitor the illumination intensity. A D conventional 4-probe device was
utilized to record the electrical conductivity (EC) of
the samples as bulk tablets (no film) (Zahedan, Iran).

2.3. Synthesis of poly(ortho-toluidine) (POT)
The POT was synthesized based on the following
steps: 0.428 g (4 mmol) o-toluidine and 2.70 g
(10 mmol) FeCl3·6H2O were each hand-ground
lightly for 5 minutes in a particular large ceramic
mortar (to be completely powdered) then they were
mixed, and the grinding continued. The initial color
of the mixture was orange, which was owing to the
FeCl3·6H2O. In the following, the mixed powders
mode was turned to the sludge after 15 minutes of
grinding (the temperature was between 25–30 °C).
The color of the slurry was turned green by continuous grinding. Due to the presence of chlorine and
hydrogen ions, along with the mechanochemical reaction, the acidic environment led to the Fe3+ reduction and doped POT production in the form of emeraldine salt (ES). After grinding for another 1 hour, the
product was achieved. Purification and filtration
were respectively performed by adding deionized
water and rinsing with 20 ml of deionized water (two
times) using a Buchner funnel (under vacuum by aspirator) [56, 63–66].

2.4. The nanocomposites synthesis of
poly(ortho-toluidine)/tungsten trioxide
nanoparticles (POT/WO3NPs) a-c in
different ratios of POT and WO3NPs
The poly(o-toluidine)/(WO3 nanoparticles) nanocomposites a-c were fabricated based on the novel
synthetic method presented in Figure 1. The
POT/WO3NPs nanocomposites a-c were synthesized in different ratios of POT and WO3NPs
[(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 = 60, 65, 70%] with a
mechanochemical method, similar to the abovementioned method for poly(o-toluidine). In a typical

2.2. Synthesis of tungsten trioxide
nanoparticles (WO3NPs)
The precipitation method, explained by Supothina et
al. [61], was used to synthesize WO3 nanoparticles.
According to the mentioned process, 1.07 mmol of
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2.5. Fabrication of FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al and
FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/WO3NPs a-c |Al solar
cells
The architecture of FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al and
FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/WO3NPs a-c |Al were afterward obtained by doctor blade methods [67]. The
thin coating of standard transparent TiO2NPs paste
was created using TiO2 nanoparticles on an FTO
coated on glass by the doctor blade. The film was
sintered in the kiln based on the program reported in
the TiO2NPs paste catalog [68]. A suitable amount
of POT/WO3NPs a-c were poured into N-methyl-2pyrrolidone (NMP) and was then exposed to ultrasonic irradiation for 10 min to achieve good dispersion. Then, it was injected between FTO|TiO2NPs
substrate and aluminum foil, in the form of a sandwich-type cell which was kept on hand at the least
pressure, and then the tools were fixed by binder clips
18 mm. These architectures are shown in Figure 10.
The cell dimension for these analyses was 1 cm2.
The I–V evaluation was done utilizing the simulated
solar irradiation under global AM 1.5.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the synthesis of coreshell nanocomposites a-c (POT/WO3NPs).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. FT-IR spectra
The FT-IR measurements on WO3NPs, POT, and
POT/WO3NPs b hybrid nanocomposite were conducted, and the results are illustrated in Figure 2.
Since there is no considerable change in results

procedure, nanocomposite b [(molWO3/molmonomer)
·100 = 65%]: first, 0.428 g (4 mmol) of o-toluidine
with (0.625 g, 2.7 mmol) of WO3 nanoparticles were
lightly hand-grounded for 5 minutes inside a large
ceramic mortar. Afterward, 2.70 g (10 mmol) of
FeCl3·6H2O, as an oxidant, was put into the mix to
perform an oxidative polymerization of the monomer. The color of the mixed powders mode was altered to the slurry after 15 minutes of grinding while
the temperature was in the range of 25 to 35 °C. The
reaction was perused with the grinding, and the color
of the mixture was finally turned green from orange,
demonstrating the process of polymerization. Later
than grinding slurry for another 1 hour, DW (20 ml)
was added to the desired product, and then a Buchner
funnel was used to slowly filter the obtained product
[56, 63–66].
Nanocomposites a and c were prepared similar to
the above-explained procedure with [(molWO3/
molmonomer)·100] 60% and 70%, respectively.
Since there is no considerable change in results obtained from FT-IR, XRD, FE-SEM, and their performance in the photovoltaic cells, we here just consider nanocomposite b [(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 =
65%].

Figure 2. The FT-IR spectra of WO3NPs, POT, and POT/
WO3NPs b.
942
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band maximum depends on the extent of distortion
of the isolated WO4 structure [79].
Additionally, the peak centered at 795 nm is shifted
to 800 nm [80, 81]. These alternations can be related
to the existence of WO3NPs. Moreover, it is clear
that WO3NPs encapsulation also has an effective impact on the doping of conducting POT which can be
due to an interaction at the junction of POT and
WO3NPs.
Two distinctive absorption peaks at 328 and 560 nm
were observed in the NMP solvent. The former is attributed to the π→π* electron transition of the benzenoid ring, and the latter is the n→π* transition of
benzenoid to quinoid [56, 82–88]. Indeed, the nanocomposite is red-colored in NMP solvent. The absorption at 560 nm is influenced by the oxidation
state of the molecules. This result shows that
POT/WO3NPs is completely transformed from the
emeraldine salt to the emeraldine base by the deprotonation of POT/WO3NPs b by NMP. It is known
that a strong hydrogen bond can be formed between
the –NH+•– and/or =NH+– sites in the polymer backbone and the carbonyl group of NMP, which leads
to deprotonation of the polymer backbone of POT
and conversion of emeraldine salt to emeraldine base
[80–88]. The color-changing from green to blue can
also be evidence of these events. On the other hand,
according to the peak position of polymer and the
nanocomposite, the nanocomposite has a red shift
compared to POT, indicating that the nanocomposite
is successfully synthesized.
In inorganic and organic molecules, the electronic
states’ energy levels are related to the energy obtained via visible or UV irradiation. On the other hand,
quantified energy transferred via electromagnetic
rays can be absorbed by the materials at resonance
and move an electron from the lower energy level to
a higher energy level [89]. UV-vis absorption spectra
can be used to evaluate these transitions. Eopt is related to the long-wavelength edge energy of the exciton absorption band [88, 90]. The longest absorption wavelength λonset is utilized to specify the
optical gap energy (EgOpt) according to Equation (1)
[91, 92]:

obtained from FT-IR spectra of nanocomposite a
and c, we here just consider nanocomposite b
[(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 = 65%].
According to the FT-IR spectrum of WO3NPs, the
bands at 742 and 792 cm–1 are related to the stretching vibrations of W=O bands and the bridging oxygen of W–O–W bands in WO3NPs [69]. In fact, the
peak at 1629 cm–1 is ascribed to the OH bending vibrations mixed with tungsten (W) atoms. The broad
peak located at 3051 cm–1 is owing to the OH group
on the WO3 surface [70]. In the FT-IR spectrum of
POT, the peak that appeared at 743 cm–1 is mostly
attributed to C–H bending vibration (out of plane)
of the benzene ring [71]. The peaks at 1288 and
1122 cm–1 are respectively related to the C–N
stretching and C–H bending vibrations of the secondary aromatic amine [72]. The FT-IR peaks centered at 1580 and 1491 cm–1 are respectively attributed to the C=N and C=C stretching mode of the
quinoid rings and the C=C stretching mode of benzenoid rings [73].
FT-IR spectrum of POT/WO3 b confirming the impact of synthesis of WO3NPs on chemical interactions of the mixed nanocomposite is illustrated in
Figure 2. The peak at 2958 cm–1 may be related to
the CH3 stretching vibration in methyl groups [74].
The remarkable alteration in the FT-IR spectrum of
POT/WO3 b is related to the interaction of hydrogen
bondings between WO3NPs and the N–H groups in
the POT chains. Accordingly, it can be suggested
that the W in WO3NPs has a severe propensity to
create coordination sites with the –N– atoms in POT
chains that can result in an alternation of distribution
of the electron density [75].

3.2. UV-vis spectroscopy
The WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b were dissolved in NMP and formic acid to evaluate the optical characteristics (Figure 3, and Table 1). These also
display which three particular peaks of doped POT
emerged around 343, 431, and 795 nm are respectively ascribed to the π–π*, polaron–π*, and π–polaron transition [76–78]. POT/WO3NPs b shows the
basic specific peaks of WO3NPs and doped POT that
all appeared in POT/WO3NPs while a new peak is
also seen at 250 nm. The fundamental indirect allowed transitions of WO3 are due to the transition
from O2p electrons from the valence band to the
W5d conduction band. The exact location of this

Opt

Eg

=

1242
m onset !nm$

(1)

Based on the existing spectra, the absorption edge of
each sample was determined. The plot of (αhυ)2
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and (αhυ)2 against hυ were plotted. The plot of
(αhυ)1/2 against hυ (indirect transition) had a better
fit but a little less amount in the obtained band gap.
All the data are reported in Table 1.
For the WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b in FA
solvent, only one EgOpt was observed in two plots
which are attributed to transfers of polaron→π*. In
FA, since this solvent acts as a dopant (protic solvent) and causes the formation of polarons and bipolarons due to the complete doping process [80], only
one EgOpt was observed, which is attributed to transfers of polaron→π*. Usually, a direct transition band
gap was observed for PANI derivatives and their
composites [98–100]. However, both indirect and direct band gaps were reported for the WO3 [47, 100–
103]. Both indirect and direct transitions were observed for the WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b,
with a better fit but a little less amount in the indirect
band gap.
Although an indirect semiconductor absorbs light
poorly, it generally possesses a large recombination
lifetime and hence a large diffusion length. Because
the diffusion length roughly scales inversely to the
absorption strength of a pure semiconductor, there is
no real disadvantage in using an indirect gap semiconductor, just as long as the absorbing layer is thick
enough [93–98].
For this reason, the indirect band gap shows the contradiction between the long charge carrier lifetime
and strong absorption.
In semiconductors with direct band gap, the electronic transition from VB to CB is electrical dipole permitted and the electronic absorption, as well as emission, is typically strong. In semiconductors with
indirect band gap, VB to CB electronic transition is
forbidden in terms of the electrical dipole, and the
transition is phonon-assisted, i.e., both momentum
and energy of the electron-hole pair are altered in the
transition. Both their absorption and emission are

Figure 3. UV-vis spectra of WO3NPs, POT and POT/
WO3NPs b in formic acid (0.02 g·l–1) and in NMP
(0.02 g·l–1).

[eV2·cm–2) vs. photon energy [eV] and (αhυ)1/2
[eV1/2·cm–2] vs. photon energy [eV] are used to extract absorbance data (Table 1) [93–97]. The absorption edge [nm] and optical Eg [eV] of WO3NPs,
POT, and POT/WO3NPs b are presented in Table 1.
UV-vis and FT-IR spectra analysis strictly present a
possibility of electrochemical stability enhancement
due to the interaction between POT and WO3NPs.
To estimate the optical band gap (EgOpt) of the
WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b, a plot of (αhυ)n
against hυ [93–97] is done in two solvents FA and
NMP, respectively. The n factor depends on the nature of the electron transition and is equal to 2 or 1/2
for the direct and indirect transition band gaps, respectively [93–97]. Both curves (αhυ)1/2 against hυ

Table 1. Absorption edge [nm] and band gap energy for WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b. Direct and indirect band gaps
were obtained in two solvents, FA and NMP.
Compound
WO3NPs
POT

Assignments
O2p (VB)→W5d (CB)
polaron→π*

POT/WO3NPs b polaron→π*

an→π*

b

Absorption edge
[nm]
321

Direct
band gap
2.77

431

2.64

412

1.82

π→π*
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Eg [by the plot of (αhυ)n vs. hυ]
[eV]
Indirect
Direct
band gap
band gap
2.87

2.78
1.98

2.68

1.96a and 3.29b
1.90a and 3.32b

Indirect
band gap
2.18

1.78a and 2.12b
1.59a and 2.90b
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weaker in comparison to those of semiconductors
with direct band gap because they involve a change
in momentum.
Interactions among photons, holes, electrons, phonons
and other particles are needed to satisfy the conservation of energy and crystal momentum (i.e., conservation of total k-vector). Afterward, the nature and
origin of the electronic transitions remain quite uncertain and are expected to depend on the interactions
between the individual components of the composites, pressure, temperature, morphology, and so on
[93–98].
For example, since at low temperatures, there are
fewer phonons, and thus it is less probably that a
phonon and photon can be concurrently absorbed to
generate an indirect transition, and then, low temperatures are for the benefit of indirect transition. Also,
it was demonstrated that the band gap changed with
pressure, and the direct transition was enhanced [97].

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms obtained at WO3NPs,
POT, and POT/WO3NPs b in a solution of 1.0 M
sulfuric acid at a scan rate of 0.1 V·s–1.

3.3. Cyclic voltammetry
Figure 4 demonstrates the CV curves obtained at
WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b by GCE in
1.0 M of sulfuric acid over the potential window
ranging from –1.0 to 1.0 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) at a sweep
rate of (0.1 V·s–1). WO3 revealed a broad oxidative
hump, which can be ascribed to the de-intercalation
of intercalated protons from WO3NPs. The mentioned process can be described as Equation (2):
WO3 + xH+ + xe– → HxWO3

3.4. Band gaps (Eg), HOMO, and LUMO
energies
FTO conductive glass was utilized as a working
electrode to record the cyclic voltammetry diagrams
to achieve the electrochemical data. Platinum rod
and Ag/AgCl were respectively selected as the
counter and reference electrode. (n-Bu)4NClO4
(0.1 M) dissolved in the CH3CN solvent was chosen
as the electrolyte solution. The process was conducted under an N2 atmosphere at very slow potential
sweep rates (0.1 V·s–1) while the temperature was
also about 25 °C. The levels of energy were specified
toward the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) by an
amount of 4.4 eV and based on the level of vacuum
that is assumed as zero [105–107]. The results of the
experiments are presented in Figure 5, while Table 2
includes the summary of the computed data. The
electrochemical band gap energy (EgCV) of the POT,
WO3NPs, and POT/WO3NPs b were achieved from
analysis of their CV curves. Firstly, the energy levels

(2)

Further consideration shows three redox pairs
emerged at POT/WO3NPs . The redox couples A/A′
and C/C′ originate from the transitions between the
leucoemeraldine/emeraldine and emeraldine/pernigranilin states of POT, respectively (see Equations (3)
and (4)). The redox couple labeled as B/B′ is assigned
to the intercalation of the proton on WO3 [104]. The
chemical structures corresponding to oxidation/reduction transitions of POT are illustrated as:

LS
ES:
POT-LM
+ 2nHSO4– → (POT-ES)2n+(HSO4–)2n
Leucoemeraldine (yellow)
Emeraldine-salt (green)

ES
PS:
(POT-ES)2n+(HSO4–)2n
Emeraldine-salt (green)

+ 2ne–

(3)

+ 2nHSO4– → (POT-PS)4n+(HSO4–)4n
+ 2ne–
Pernigranilin-salt (purple)

(4)
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Figure 6. Energy band diagram of WO3NPs, POT, and
POT/WO3NPs b.

of POT are respectively relevant to the π* energy level
in CB and the polaron band [110, 111]. Figure 6
presents the comparison of the HOMO, LUMO levels, and gap energies (EgCV) of POT, WO3NPs, and
POT/WO3NPs b as an energy band diagram (at a
glance). The band gap (EgCV) of WO3NPs, POT, and
POT/WO3NPs b were respectively about 2.60, 2.52,
and 1.03 eV.
Based on the obtained results, POT/WO3NPs b is a
P-N type of hoping the material. Comparing (EgCV)
with an optical band gap energy (EgOpt) of samples
indicated that there is a low discrepancy between
them. The oxidation and reduction process that takes
place in a separated electron and hole transporting
units (not in a completely conjugated system) can be
considered the first reason [107].
Moreover, UV-vis spectra were conducted in solution while CVs were recorded in solid-state can be
stated as the second and more significant reason.
However, some of the POT chains take off from the
surface of WO3NPs in solution, and next, they are
separated from one another. As a matter of fact, although POT chains have almost identical chemical
forms, their organization in solution and solid-state
is different. In this regard, the polymer chains in solidstate have a considerably expanded coil conformation while in solution have a compacted coil conformation owing to the great chains’ flexibility [32, 50,
112–114]. In fact, POT chains generally have a rigid
interaction with each other and with WO3NPs as the
main nanocomposite components in the solid state.
Finally, a greatly expanded coil conformation is provided for POT chains using these interactions.

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammogram of WO3NPs, POT, and
POT/WO3NPs b in Bu4NClO4 (0.1 M) of CH3CN
solution at a scan rate of (0.1 V·s–1) under an N2
atmosphere.

of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
were respectively computed using the reduction and
oxidation potential values (Equations (5) and (6)).
Thereafter, the energy (EgCV) was computed using the
discrepancy of the HOMO and LUMO energy levels
based on Equation (7) [107–109].
Ox
EHOMO = – (Eonset
+ 4.44) [eV]

(5)

EgCV = ‒ (EHOMO – ELUMO) [eV]

(7)

Red
ELUMO = – (Eonset
+ 4.44) [eV]

(6)

It can be said that when POT is in the form of emeraldine salt (ES), the LUMO and HOMO energy levels
Table 2. The molecular orbitals energy level and energy gap
of WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs b.
Sample
WO3NPs
POT

POT/WO3NPs b

Onset
Onset
oxidation reduction EHOMO ELUMO (EgCV)
[eV]
[eV]
potential potential [eV]
[eV]
[eV]
1.69

–0.91

–6.13

–3.53

2.60

0.68

–0.35

–5.12

–4.09

1.03

1.40

–1.12

–5.84

–3.32

2.52
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3.5. Analysis of X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Figure 7 presents the XRD pattern of pristine
WO3NPs, POT, and POT/WO3NPs nanocomposite
b. Since there is no considerable change in results
obtained from XRD patterns of nanocomposite a
and c, we here just consider nanocomposite b
[(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 = 65%].
Based on observed diffraction peaks in the XRD pattern of WO3NPs, the polygonal formation can be indicated. The POT XRD pattern where the broad peak
around 2θ = 20–30° shows the amorphous character
of in-situ oxidative polymerized POT [114, 116].
The XRD pattern of POT/WO3NPs b in Figure 7 proposes that the important diffraction peaks of WO3NPs
are also available in POT/WO3NPs. This is good evidence that the crystallization efficiency of the
WO3NPs was not affected owing to the POT. It affirms that, based on our expectation, chemical transformation in the WO3NPs does not occur upon mixing
them with POT. It is also clear that the POT broad
peak overlaps with the high diffraction intensities of
(200), (020), and (002) crystal faces of WO3NPs.

Table 3. Elements ratio consisted of POT/WO3NPs b.
C

Weight ratio

[wt%] 18.61

Molar ratio

[–]

Amount of substance
element
[mol]

01.54
07.29

H

1.95

1.93
9.14

N

C/H

2.95 0.79

0.21

C/N

7.33

1.00

Based on Table 3, the total weight percent of C, H,
and N elements is 23.51%, that related to the polymeric part (POT) of the nanocomposite. The remaining percentage, which is 76.49%, is related to
WO3NPs, FeClx (FeCl2 and FeCl3) coordinated with
both the polymer and WO3, chemically and physically (hydroxyl groups on the WO3NPs surface) adsorbed water, and free acids (HCl) [66, 117–119].
The results of CHN analysis are also supported using
TGA analysis which is described in the following
sections. Consequently, the proposed POT/WO3NPs
b formula was confirmed by elemental analysis data
and TGA.

3.7. Thermal properties
As illustrated in Figure 8, the TGA was carried out
in a flowing air atmosphere to realize the POT and
nanocomposite’s (POT/WO3NPs b) decomposition
process. POT showed two stages of weight loss:
(i) weight (38%) loss in the range of 100–260 °C,
can be attributed to the loss of physically adsorbed
water molecules, HCl, and other volatile materials/
solvent, (ii) weight (62%) loss up to 600 °C can be
assigned to polymer degradation [84–87, 117–119].
The POT/WO3NPs b showed the 11.9% weight loss
in the temperature range from 40 to 254 °C, attributed to the removal of unreacted monomers, physically adsorbed water, and free acids (HCl). Furthermore, 27.8% of weight loss was observed when the
temperature was between 254 to 541 °C. It can be attributed to the POT decomposition process, which is
23.51% from CHN results, and the removal of FeCl2
and FeCl3 coordinated with both the polymer and
WO3 and adsorbed chemical water (hydroxyl groups
on the WO3NPs surface) that these are about residue
4.3% [66, 117–119]. The 60% residual value in TGA
analysis is related to WO3NPs and iron oxides.
A comparison of the actual composition ratio of POT
and WO3NPs of nanocomposites with the amount of
raw materials used in the synthesis confirms the coating of WO3NPs by a thin layer of POT with coreshell morphology observed in TEM images (next
section). Indeed, the excess value of POT was
washed in work up.

3.6. Elemental analysis (CHN)
Table 3 presents the results computed from the
analysis of CHN. The POT/WO3NPs b structure is
illustrated in Figure 1 based on the FT-IR and CHN
analyses.

Figure 7. XRD patterns of WO3NPs, POT, and
POT/WO3NPs b.
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POT, WO3NPs, and POT/WO3NPs b conductivities
are respectively about 7.18·10–2, 0.041, and
0.82 S·cm–1 at the RT (25 °C). According to the empirical results, it can be said that the electrical conductivity of WO3NPs is remarkably enhanced by
modifying the surface of WO3NPs by the semiconductor POT.
The obtained results indicate that the most important
charge carriers in the POT/WO3NPs are embedded
in the POT structure. Facilitating carrier transport
between different POT molecular chains using
WO3NPs can be considered as another reason for enhancing electrical conductivity. As a matter of fact,
an interaction at the junction P–N of POT and
WO3NPs is known as a potential reason for increasing the conjugation length in POT chains [120, 121].
These outcomes are in accordance with the results
of UV-vis, which increases the electrical conductivity by reducing the POT/WO3NPs band gap compared to the POT band gap (see 3.10 Section for a
detailed discussion). A comparison of electrical conductivities of various samples based on POT and
WO3NPs is presented in Table 4.

Figure 8. TGA curves of POT and POT/WO3NPs b under an
air atmosphere at 10 °C·min–1 heating rate.

3.8. Morphology analysis
The FE-SEM (Figure 9a–9c) and TEM (Figure 9d,
9e) were used to investigate the size, morphology,
and dispersion ability of WO3NPs, POT, and POT/
WO3NPs b. Since there is no considerable change in
results obtained from FE-SEM and morphology analysis of nanocomposite a and c, we here just consider
nanocomposite b [(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 = 65%].
Figure 9a shows the FE-SEM micrograph of WO3NPs
made ready by precipitation technique. Accordingly,
it can be stated that approximately polygonal-shaped
WO3NPs with sizes between 60–100 nm are uniformly distributed with porous morphology. It is obvious that the pure POT (Figure 9b) has a well-developed amorphous morphology with nearly similar
diameters. From the TEM images of POT/WO3NPs b
(Figure 9d, 9e), it can be seen that the WO3NPs are
uniformly distributed and well implanted within the
POT matrix. Based on our observation, it is clear that
the nanocomposite particles had polygonal shapes.
Furthermore, the core-shell morphology with a core
of WO3NPs (71.42 nm diameter) and shell of POT
(5.84 nm diameter) was observed in TEM images
(Figure 9d, 9e) because of dark and light areas.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the nanocomposite core-shell structure formation.

3.10. Photovoltaic performance
Figure 10 displays the J–V specifications of the
FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al and FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/
WO3NPs a-c |Al devices measured under AM 1.5
simulated solar rays at the RT (25 °C) while Table 5
summarizes the average values of the performance
parameters of nanocomposites a-c. The results obtained of performance of solar cells fabricated from
nanocomposites a and c, and the standard errors calculated.
The photovoltaic attributes that are mentioned here
are only information on the efficient synthesis of hybrid solar cells with POT and WO3NPs as P–N heterojunction bilayer, bulk heterojunction, and both of
them. The different photovoltaic characteristics like
fill factor (FF), the short circuit current (JSC), power
conversion efficiency (η or PCE), and open-circuit
voltage (VOC) were computed under these conditions. They were also regenerated several times without any important alternation. The fill factor was
computed based on Equation (8) [122]:

3.9. Conductivity measurement
The compact tablets were employed for measuring
the electrical conductivity of samples utilizing the
DC 4-probe conventional technique at the RT. The

J $V
FF = Jmax $ Vmax
SC
OC

(8)

The energy conversion efficiency (η) was also measured using Equation (9) [123, 124]:
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L1

P
FF $ Jmax $ Vmax
h = Pout =
Pin
in

Since the results obtained from the various analysis
did not show a significant difference in the nanocomposites a-c considering the standard errors calculated,

(9)

Figure 9. a) FE-SEM image of WO3NPs, b) FE-SEM images of POT, c) FE-SEM images of POT/WO3NPs b, and d), e) TEM
images of POT/WO3NPs b.
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optimized conversion performance for the POT/
WO3NPs tool was achieved at around 0.57%.
The motion of electrons and holes is shown in
Figure 11. As observed, after exciton generation, electrons move from POT/WO3NPs b to TiO2NPs and
then to FTO. Reversely, holes move from TiO2NPs
to POT/WO3NPs b and then to Al.
The photovoltaic cell parameters and specifications
(FF, JSC, VOC, and PCE) of the fabricated hybrid solar
cells were also compared with previously reported
data where only polyaniline, POT, and WO3NPs are
used as an active substance in a hybrid photovoltaic
cell [48]. This comparison is shown in Table 6.
Having a stable organic component can be considered one of the prominent and efficient factors of hybrid inorganic-organic solar cells that should not be
underrated. Generally, the focus of the chemical decomposition of the organic polymer part is largely on
the reaction of water, oxygen, and electrode material
with the active polymer layer. Apparently, although
traces of oxygen are absorbed and penetrate in different layers along with the fabrication of the device,
the diffusion into the finished device is assumed to
be more significant [125]. Moreover, oxygen is easily activated using UV-vis illumination in the existence of sensitizers, such as organic molecules or
tungsten trioxide. Any present organic substances
(such as active and conducting polymers) can be aggressively attacked by the peroxide intermediates

Table 4. Comparison of electrical conductivities of different
samples based on POT and WO3NPs.
Conductivity
[S·cm–1]

References

POT

1.49·10–7

0[33]

POT

7.18·10–2

Samples

PAN/PANI/WO3

0.110

0.041

WO3NPs

POT/WO3NPs b

0.820

[121]

This work

This work
This work

the average value of them was considered, as shown
in nanocomposite b.
Under the illumination of a solar simulator, the performance of fabricated solar cells by POT and nanocomposites a-c was evaluated. The JSC, VOC, and FF
values for FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al solar cell were obtained at about 1.20 mA·cm–2, 0.52 V, and 0.29%,
respectively. Also the average value of JSC, VOC, and
FF for the FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/WO3NPs a-c |Al solar
cells were about 2.74 mA/cm–2, 0.70 V, and 0.28%,
respectively. Moreover, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of solar cells fabricated by POT and
POT/WO3NPs a-c were 0.18 and 0.57%, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 10 and Table 5, a final

Figure 11. The motion of electrons and hole in
FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/WO3NPs b | Al solar cell.

Figure 10. J–V curves of FTO|TiO2NPs|POT|Al and
FTO|TiO2NPs|POT/WO3NPs b | Al solar cells.

Table 5. Average valuesb of JSC, VOC, Jmax, Vmax, FF, and η of the fabricated photovoltaic cells from nanocomposites a-c.
Device

FTO│TiO2NPs│POT│Al

FTO│TiO2NPs│POT/WO3NPs a-c│Alb

JSC
[mA·cm–2]
1.20

2.74

VOC
[V]

Jmax
[mA·cm–2]

Vmax
[V]

0.70

1.50

0.39

0.52

0.74

0.25

FF
[–]

0.29

0.28

ηa
[%]

0.18

0.57

η [%] = Pmax·100/(P·Sea), cell area = 1 cm2.
Since the results obtained from various analyses did not show a significant difference in the nanocomposites a-c considering the standard errors calculated, the average value of them was considered.

a

b
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Table 6. Comparison of solar cell parameters and characteristics (JSC, VOC, FF and η) of this work with similar previous reports.
Entry
1

Al/POT-nSi/Al

Device

Action of POT

Hole transport layer

2

ITO/PANI-poly(BuA/VAc)/electrolyte/Pt

4

FTO/Sb2S3 (thick)TiO2NPs/PANI/Pt

Hole transport layer

ITO/PANI-P3HT:PCBM/Al

Hole transport layer

3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14

ITO/HAPAN-HCl/P3HT:PC71BM/Al

ITO/PTCDA-PANI/N719/electrolyte/Al
FTO/TiO2NPs/WO3 (5%)/H2PtCl6
(37.5% Pt basis)
FTO/TiO2NPs/WO3 (10%)/H2PtCl6
(37.5% Pt basis)
FTO/TiO2NPs/WO3 (15%)/H2PtCl6
(37.5% Pt basis)
FTO/WO3 spin-coated PAN/PANI nanofibers
(PANI content = 10 wt %)
FTO/PAN/PANI/WO3 blend nanofibers
FTO/TiO2NP/WO3/perovskite/
spiro-OMeTAD/Ag
FTO│TiO2NPs│POT│Al

FTO│TiO2NPs│POT/WO3NPs a-c│Ala

Active layer

Buffer layer

JSC
[mA·cm–2]

VOC
[V]

FF
[–]

η
[%]

1.70

0.22

0.235

0.88

8.39

0.611

0.722

3.70

0.022

0.140

0.22

0.115

References
0[33]
[141]

[142]

1.76

0.937

0.531

0.88

[143]

8.97

0.55

0.49

2.48

[145]

Hole transport layer

10.25

Electron transport layer

12.92

Electron transport layer

0.67

0.42

2.88

0.72

63.33

13.36

0.70

57.44

5.38

[146]

Electron transport layer

12.60

0.67

57.44

4.89

[146]

Hole transport layer

11.78

0.66

0.35

2.72

[120]

Electron transport layer

23.42

1.06

72.41

17.96

[147]

0.70

0.28

0.57

Hole transport layer

Hole transport layer

Hole transport layer

7.92

2.01

2.74

0.62

0.67

0.35

0.27

5.89

[144]

1.71

0.18

[146]

[121]

This work

This work

Since the results obtained from various analyses did not show a significant difference in the nanocomposites a-c considering the standard
errors calculated, the average value of them was considered.

a

This step involves transferring the separated charges
to the electrodes through the charge transfer paths.
Electrons are transported to FTO via TiO2NPs and
holes to Al via POT/WO3NPs b.
We believe that HOMO (highest level of VB) and
LUMO (lowest level of CB) of starting materials
(POT and WO3NPs) overlap together via hydrogen
bonds, as its results are shown in Figure 12, and the
new HOMO (highest level of VB) and LUMO (lowest level of CB), and the less band gap with a p-n
heterojunction is created in result of donor-acceptor
complex formation (hydrogen bonds) between POT
and WO3NPS [138–140].
The experimental outcomes clearly suggested that
the nanocomposite exhibits a p-type semiconductor,
which can be correlated with a p–n heterojunction
created at the interface between n-type WO3 and ptype POT [131–135]. What is certain, WO3 exhibits
n-type conductivity by electrons; thus, electron flow
takes mainly place from n-WO3 to p-POT until the
balance and creates a common Fermi level (EF) in
the n and p zones.
Hence, the p-n heterojunction produced by the mutual interaction, as illustrated in Figure 12, is the logical mechanism based on n-type (WO3NPs) abandoning electrons to combine with holes in POT
(p-type). We believe that there is a good overlapping

(and radicals obtained from them) which result in
oxidative decomposition.
PANI and its derivatives have been identified as radical scavengers [56, 126]. PANI can thwart free radicals by donating electrons, thereby altering their oxidation state from emeraldine to pernigraniline. The
photovoltaic outcomes reported in the literature
show that the cells containing PANI have a much
more stable performance [125–130].
The photovoltaic effect consists of four basic stages,
including light absorption, electron-hole production,
charge transfer, and its collection. Light absorption
occurs when materials are semiconductors in nature
that can respond to incoming light. Absorption properties depend on their intrinsic absorption coefficient.
The next step is electron-hole production. When incoming light strikes ground-state electrons in mineral
semiconductor compounds, the charge carriers produce electrons and free holes [131–135]. In organic
semiconductors, however, the excited electrons
slowly relax and produce excitons. Most excitons are
formed at the interface between TiO2NPs and POT/
WO3NPs. To build an efficient organic photovoltaic
cell, proper separation of excitons is key because the
exciton bond energy is very large [136, 137]. In the
next step, an exciton is dissociated into a free charge
carrier and then collected by the individual electrode.
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4. Conclusions

To sum up, three POT/WO3NPs nanocomposites a-c
[(molWO3/molmonomer)·100 = 60, 65, 70%] were effectively synthesized by an affordable and straightforward mechanochemical reaction in solid-state
under the green condition and then their photovoltaic
properties were investigated.
It is not observed that a considerable change in the
IR (FT-IR), XRD, and morphology (FE-SEM) of the
three nanocomposites a-c. Furthermore, their performance in the photovoltaic cells and standard errors calculated were evaluated. The results of photovoltaic properties show that nanocomposites do
not have a significant difference in the efficiency of
solar cells made of nanocomposites a-c considering
the standard errors calculated.
TEM micrographs and XRD patterns of nanocomposite b reflected the presence of WO3NPs polygonal and core-shell structures and also clarified that
WO3NPs were well incorporated in POT. This new
nanocomposite demonstrated a red shift in the absorption edge, and a decrement in the optical band
gap from 2.52 to 1.03 eV was observed [148, 149].
Moreover, the nanocomposite conductivity was
0.82 S·cm–1 at RT (25 °C).
The great photovoltaic device specifications obtained were on account of the particular morphology,
structure, and the creation of heterojunction p-n
bonds at the interfaces between POT and WO3NPs.
The outcomes indicated that the PSC is entirely efficient with a higher (η) compared to resembling
cells in literature with less preparation costing,
straightforward structure, and under an eco-friendly
condition.
We believe that the POT/WO3NPs nanocomposites
can open inventive pathways for the development
of other POT-based hybrid materials (nanocomposites) proper for preparing solar cells with the potential application value in an area of photovoltaic
devices, which is a subject of the research study is
ongoing.

Figure 12. Schematic model for energy barrier at p-n junctions: The energy band structure diagram of
p-type POT–n-type WO3 heterojunction.

between HOMO (highest level of VB) and LUMO
(lowest level of CB) of starting materials (POT and
WO3NPs) as above mentioned, and then, when the
p-n heterojunction is in equilibrium, a narrow depletion area was formed at the hetero interface between
POT and WO). As a result, the electron transfer between n-WO3 and p-POT is less hampered, and thus,
the energy barrier at p-n junctions is decreased, and
conductivity is increased.
One of the outstanding aspects of our cell is that increasing WO3NPs increases the efficiency of the cell
about three times (entries 13 and 14 in Table 6).
While Vu et al. [146] reported the efficiency of the
DSSCs with the WO3 nanoparticles was lower than
those without WO3. They explained these negative
results by the higher recombination rate of holes and
electrons and the smaller amount of dye absorbed on
the PEs containing WO3NPs. The results were negative because the conduction band (CB) of WO3 is
lower than that of TiO2NPs. Therefore, the band
structures in the WO3/TiO2NPs couple do not favor
the separation of charge carriers. However, the conduction band (CB) of POT/WO3NPs b (in this work)
is higher than that of TiO2NPs.
Reversely, You et al. [147]. reported positive results
of increasing the WO3 nanoparticles to perovskite
solar cells by precisely controlling the thickness of
the TiO2NPs under layer. Their results are similar to
our results.
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